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1 Introduction

A hot topic in the early 70’s, virtualization has grown again in importance over the past
years. In both research and industry sectors, important progress has been made developing
new technologies for both the desktop and the server market. In the same period of time,
a new vision has emerged in the IT world: the vision of autonomic computing. This
implies systems managing themselves in order to achieve global goals defined by the system
administrator. This technical report summarizes the period 01.03.2007 - 21.08.2007 of the
”Selbstmanagement virtueller Machinen” project conducted at the University of Applied
Sciences Wiesbaden under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Reinhold Kröger. The report
describes the state of the art in both autonomic computing and virtualization, as a starting
point towards the development of autonomic computing techniques for virtual machine-
based environments.

This report is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces virtualization by first describing
its origins followed by a classification of the different virtualization techniques and finally
a case study. Then section 3 deals with management aspects of virtual machine-based
environments. In Section 4, the vision of autonomic computing is introduced, including a
survey of research work in the field of self-management of virtual machines. Finally, the
article is concluded by Section 5.
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2 Virtualization

2.1 History

The first computing systems developed were large and expensive to operate. Due to an
increasing demand for usage, these computers evolved first into batch processing (1950)
and then into time-sharing systems (1965) that allowed multiple applications (possibly
owned by different users) to run simultaneously. Yet these applications were not always
perfect, with one faulty application being able to crash the entire system. It was obvious
that to increase the reliability of the system, these applications had to be isolated one from
another. The first approach was to use one application per computing system. However,
besides being a very expensive solution, this has also proved to be wasteful: no time-
sharing was used and so computing systems were not used at their full capacity. The
tagging of memory blocks was then introduced for time-sharing systems. In the same
time, in the field of software development, the instruction-by-instruction simulation of one
computer system X on a different system G was a known technique [Gol74]. This was
used to develop software for a computing system on which the programmer had no access
(sometimes because the system was still under construction). Researchers soon realized
that, when X = G, more copies of the hardware-software interface of the machine G can
run simultaneously on G. This way, each user can run its application (and even its OS of
choice) in an isolated environment, called virtual machine.

While simulation could be used to isolate applications running on the same hardware, it
also had the drawback of slowing down the machine by a factor of 20 to 1. So researchers
focused on improving the performance of the simulation software, which led to the appear-
ance of the virtual machine monitor (VMM) in the late 1960s. Maybe the best known
system of that time using a VMM is VM/370 developed by IBM.

The 1970s where flourishing for the virtualization technology, but then the 1980s and
1990s brought both a drop in hardware prices as well as the emergence of multitasking
operating systems. The drop in hardware prices meant that it was no longer necessary to
assure a high CPU utilization. While in the 1970s, computer architectures were developed
with virtualization in mind [PG74], the replacement of mainframes to minicomputers and
the PCs gave birth to new computer architectures that didn’t offer the necessary hardware
support for VMMs [RG05]. As such, by the late 1980s, VMMs became history.

In the 1990s, VMMs where brought back to light by the researchers at the Stanford
University in a research project that led to the birth of VMware Inc., the first supplier
of virtualization technology for commodity hardware. Nowadays, virtualization is again
a hype, this time used to reduce management costs by replacing a bunch of low-utilized
server boxes by a single-server system, with almost every big name in the IT industry
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being involved in a virtualization project. With VMware leading the market, vendors like
SWsoft and XenSource all offer competitive alternatives. And not only that virtualization
products are developed for the IA-32 architecture, but also the architecture itself is being
extended by both Intel (VT) and AMD (SVM) to support virtualization.

2.2 Basic concepts

Virtualization is commonly defined as a technology that introduces a software abstraction
layer between the hardware and the operating system and applications running on top
of it. This abstraction layer is called virtual machine monitor (VMM) or hypervisor and
basically hides the physical resources of the computing system from the operating system
(OS). Since the hardware resources are directly controlled by the VMM and not by the OS,
it is possible to run multiple (possibly different) OSs in parallel on the same hardware. As
a result, the hardware platform is partitioned into one or more logical units called virtual
machines (VMs).

The following requirements for a VMM have been defined [PG74]:

• Equivalence: Running an application inside a virtual machine must be equivalent
to running the same application on the underlying hardware.

• Control: The VMM must control and synchronize the access of VMs to hardware
resources.

• Isolation: VMs must be isolated from each other with the purpose of ensuring
stability (the crash of a VM should not affect another VMs), security (a possibly
compromised VM shouldn’t grant access to other VMs) and data consistency.

• Performance: The performance overhead caused by virtualization should be mini-
mal, close to ”bare metal” performance.

• Encapsulation: VMs must exist in form of a file or a directory of files which allows
easy migration or cloning of the VM.

2.3 Classification

From an architectural point of view, the different virtualization approaches can be catego-
rized into:

• Full Virtualization

• OS-Layer Virtualization

• Hardware-Layer Virtualization

For the purpose of this report the focus will be only on the Intel x86 architecture.
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2.3.1 Full Virtualization

In this approach, the VMM is also called virtual machine manager and runs on top of a
host operating system, commonly as an application in userspace. The result is that, in the
VMs, the applications and the guest OS run on top of a virtual hardware provided by the
VMM. This architecture can be observed in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Full Virtualization

VMware Workstation1, Parallels 2 and Virtual PC3 are commercial desktop virtualiza-
tion products that use this approach, with VMware Workstation being the most popular.
VMware refers to this approach as Hosted Virtual Machine Architecture, with VMware
Workstation installing like a normal application on top of the host OS. According to
[SVL01], the application portion (VMApp) uses a driver loaded in the host OS (VM-
Driver) to establish a privileged VMM that runs directly on the hardware. The VMDriver
then facilitates the transfer between the host world and the VMM world. While the CPU
virtualization is handled by the VMM, when an I/O in the guest OS occurs, the VMM
switches to the host world, where the VMApp performs the I/O on behalf of the virtual
machine.

The main advantage of this approach is that it very easy to use. A common user can
install a software product like VMware Workstation just like any other software product on
its OS of choice. Inside VMware Workstation, a guest OS can be installed and used just like

1http://www.vmware.com/products/ws/
2http://www.parallels.com/
3http://www.microsoft.com/windows/products/winfamily/virtualpc/default.mspx
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it would be running directly on hardware. The main disadvantage of this approach is the
poor performance, which can be up to 30% less than when running directly on hardware.
Since usability is more important than performance when it comes to the desktop market,
it is easy to understand why products using this approach have been so successful in the
desktop sector. However, when it comes to servers, performance plays a key role, with ease
of use and installation being less relevant. This is why the server market requires another
virtualization solution.

2.3.2 OS-Layer Virtualization

Also known as Single Kernel Image (SKI) or container-based virtualization, this concept
implements virtualization by running more instances of the same OS in parallel. This
means that not the hardware but the host OS is the one being virtualized. The resulting
VMs all use the same virtualized OS image. This architecture is presented in Figure 2.
Here, the virtualized OS image is called virtualization layer.

Figure 2: OS-Layer Virtualization

Among products that use this approach are Virtuozzo4 and its open source variant
OpenVZ5, Solaris Container6, BSD Jails7 and Linux VServer8. All these products are
commonly used in web hosting, high performance computing (HPC) clusters and grid

4http://www.swsoft.com/en/products/virtuozzo/
5http://openvz.org/
6http://www.sun.com/bigadmin/content/zones/
7http://www.freebsd.org/doc/en US.ISO8859-1/books/handbook/jails.html
8http://linux-vserver.org/Welcome to Linux-VServer.org
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computing. This thin architecture eases the administration of the system, allowing system
administrators to assign resources such as memory, CPU guarantees and disk space both
when creating a VM as well as dynamically at runtime. When compared to other server
virtualization solutions, OS-layer virtualization tends to be more efficient and fails only by
little to provide the same isolation [SPF+07]. Yet this approach has one but big drawback:
since the VMs use the same kernel as the host OS, the guest OS must be the same as the
host OS (and such, it is not possible to run e.g. Windows on top of Linux).

2.3.3 Hardware-Layer Virtualization

This approach is commonly used on the server market due to its high virtual machine
isolation and performance. Here, the VMM runs directly on hardware, controlling and
synchronizing the access of the guest OSs to the hardware resources. Figure 3 depicts this
architecture.

Figure 3: Hardware-Layer Virtualization

VMWare ESX Server9 and Xen10 are the main two competing VMMs that use this
approach. Since the x86 architecture was not developed with virtualization in mind, and
thus it is not what Popek and Goldberg would refer to as a virtualizable architecture [PG74],
new techniques were developed to implement CPU virtualization. Paravirtualization is the
technique used by Xen which provides a virtual machine interface representing a slightly
modified copy of the underlying hardware, where the nonvirtualizable portions of the x86
original instruction set are replaced with their easily virtualized equivalents. This means
that the guest operating systems running on top of this interface must be ported to use the
slightly modified instruction set [RG05]. On the other hand, the applications running on

9http://www.vmware.com/products/vi/esx/
10http://xensource.com/
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top of the guest OS don’t require any modifications. Although the cost of porting an OS
to Xen is relatively low [BDF+03], this is still a big disadvantage of the paravirtualization
approach. The approach used by VMWare ESX avoids this problem by performing on-the-
fly binary translation of privileged code (kernel code) which replaces the nonvirtualizable
instructions with a code that can be run directly on the CPU [AA06]. A caching system
is then used to increase the performance.

2.4 Case study: Xen

Xen started as an open-source project at the University of Cambridge (UK) and while its
code base is still open-source, it has now grown up into a commercial product marketed by
XenSource. This subsection provides a description of how Xen approaches virtualization.

2.4.1 The Virtual Machine Interface

As previously mentioned, Xen uses a technique called paravirtualization. The difference
between paravirtualization and full system virtualization is that, while full system virtual-
ization provides an identical copy of the underlying hardware, paravirtualization provides
a slightly different copy of the hardware. This modified copy of the hardware is referred to
as the virtual machine interface and consists of three main subsystems: memory manage-
ment, CPU and device I/O. The following paragraphs describe how Xen virtualizes these
subsystems.

Virtualizing Memory is considered to be the most difficult part of paravirtualizing
the x86 architecture [BDF+03], both in terms of mechanisms required in the hypervisor,
as well as modifications required to port a guest OS. The approach used by Xen is to
provide the guest OS with direct read-only access to the hardware page tables, while page
table updates are passed to Xen via a hypercall. A hypercall represents a synchronous
communication mechanism between a domain (virtual machine) and Xen. It is then the job
of the hypervisor is validate these updates to ensure safety. Since entering the hypervisor
through hypercalls is an obvious performance overhead compared to direct updates, a guest
OS may queue updates before applying an entire batch with a single hypercall. To avoid a
TLB flush when entering and leaving the hypervisor, the top 64MB of each address space
are reserved to Xen and cannot be accessed by any guest OS. However, this is no problem
for the applications running on the guest OS, since none of the common x86 application
binary interfaces (ABIs) use this address region.

Virtualizing CPU implies inserting a hypervisor below the OS and thus violates the
common assumption that the OS is the most privileged part of the system. To guarantee
domain isolation, the guest OS must run at a lower privilege level. Since the x86 architec-
ture provides four distinct privilege levels (referred to as ring 0-3), the code of a Xen guest
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Figure 1: The structure of a machine running the Xen hyper-
visor, hosting a number of different guest operating systems,
including Domain0 running control software in a XenoLinux
environment.

this process was automated with scripts. In contrast, Linux needed
far fewer modifications to its generic memory system as it uses pre-
processor macros to access PTEs — the macro definitions provide
a convenient place to add the translation and hypervisor calls re-
quired by paravirtualization.

In both OSes, the architecture-specific sections are effectively
a port of the x86 code to our paravirtualized architecture. This
involved rewriting routines which used privileged instructions, and
removing a large amount of low-level system initialization code.
Again, more changes were required in Windows XP, mainly due
to the presence of legacy 16-bit emulation code and the need for
a somewhat different boot-loading mechanism. Note that the x86-
specific code base in XP is substantially larger than in Linux and
hence a larger porting effort should be expected.

2.3 Control and Management
Throughout the design and implementation of Xen, a goal has

been to separate policy from mechanism wherever possible. Al-
though the hypervisor must be involved in data-path aspects (for
example, scheduling the CPU between domains, filtering network
packets before transmission, or enforcing access control when read-
ing data blocks), there is no need for it to be involved in, or even
aware of, higher level issues such as how the CPU is to be shared,
or which kinds of packet each domain may transmit.

The resulting architecture is one in which the hypervisor itself
provides only basic control operations. These are exported through
an interface accessible from authorized domains; potentially com-
plex policy decisions, such as admission control, are best performed
by management software running over a guest OS rather than in
privileged hypervisor code.

The overall system structure is illustrated in Figure 1. Note that
a domain is created at boot time which is permitted to use the con-
trol interface. This initial domain, termed Domain0, is responsible
for hosting the application-level management software. The con-
trol interface provides the ability to create and terminate other do-
mains and to control their associated scheduling parameters, phys-
ical memory allocations and the access they are given to the ma-
chine’s physical disks and network devices.

In addition to processor and memory resources, the control inter-
face supports the creation and deletion of virtual network interfaces
(VIFs) and block devices (VBDs). These virtual I/O devices have
associated access-control information which determines which do-
mains can access them, and with what restrictions (for example, a

read-only VBD may be created, or a VIF may filter IP packets to
prevent source-address spoofing).

This control interface, together with profiling statistics on the
current state of the system, is exported to a suite of application-
level management software running in Domain0. This complement
of administrative tools allows convenient management of the entire
server: current tools can create and destroy domains, set network
filters and routing rules, monitor per-domain network activity at
packet and flow granularity, and create and delete virtual network
interfaces and virtual block devices. We anticipate the development
of higher-level tools to further automate the application of admin-
istrative policy.

3. DETAILED DESIGN
In this section we introduce the design of the major subsystems

that make up a Xen-based server. In each case we present both
Xen and guest OS functionality for clarity of exposition. The cur-
rent discussion of guest OSes focuses on XenoLinux as this is the
most mature; nonetheless our ongoing porting of Windows XP and
NetBSD gives us confidence that Xen is guest OS agnostic.

3.1 Control Transfer: Hypercalls and Events
Two mechanisms exist for control interactions between Xen and

an overlying domain: synchronous calls from a domain to Xen may
be made using a hypercall, while notifications are delivered to do-
mains from Xen using an asynchronous event mechanism.

The hypercall interface allows domains to perform a synchronous
software trap into the hypervisor to perform a privileged operation,
analogous to the use of system calls in conventional operating sys-
tems. An example use of a hypercall is to request a set of page-
table updates, in which Xen validates and applies a list of updates,
returning control to the calling domain when this is completed.

Communication from Xen to a domain is provided through an
asynchronous event mechanism, which replaces the usual delivery
mechanisms for device interrupts and allows lightweight notifica-
tion of important events such as domain-termination requests. Akin
to traditional Unix signals, there are only a small number of events,
each acting to flag a particular type of occurrence. For instance,
events are used to indicate that new data has been received over the
network, or that a virtual disk request has completed.

Pending events are stored in a per-domain bitmask which is up-
dated by Xen before invoking an event-callback handler specified
by the guest OS. The callback handler is responsible for resetting
the set of pending events, and responding to the notifications in an
appropriate manner. A domain may explicitly defer event handling
by setting a Xen-readable software flag: this is analogous to dis-
abling interrupts on a real processor.

3.2 Data Transfer: I/O Rings
The presence of a hypervisor means there is an additional pro-

tection domain between guest OSes and I/O devices, so it is crucial
that a data transfer mechanism be provided that allows data to move
vertically through the system with as little overhead as possible.

Two main factors have shaped the design of our I/O-transfer
mechanism: resource management and event notification. For re-
source accountability, we attempt to minimize the work required to
demultiplex data to a specific domain when an interrupt is received
from a device — the overhead of managing buffers is carried out
later where computation may be accounted to the appropriate do-
main. Similarly, memory committed to device I/O is provided by
the relevant domains wherever possible to prevent the crosstalk in-
herent in shared buffer pools; I/O buffers are protected during data
transfer by pinning the underlying page frames within Xen.

Figure 4: The structure of a machine running Xen [BDF+03]

OS, originally running in ring 0, must be ported to run in ring 1, while Xen becomes the
most privileged entity of the system by running in ring 0. This is possible because none
of the modern OSes use rings 1 and 2, with applications executing in ring 3. Because the
ported guest OS runs in ring 1, privileged instructions cannot run directly on the CPU and
need to be paravirtualized and executed by Xen. Since more domains can run concurrently
on the same CPU, they need to be scheduled. For this purposes, Xen uses the Borrowed
Virtual Time (BVT) scheduling algorithm [DC99].

Virtualizing Device I/O is achieved by transferring I/O data to and from a domain via
Domain0 and Xen by using shared memory, asynchronous buffer-descriptor rings [BDF+03].
This mechanism is used to pass buffer information vertically trough the system and allows
the hypervisor to perform validation checks. An event notification mechanism is used
to deliver asynchronous notifications from a device to a domain thus replacing device
interrupts.

2.4.2 Control and Management

When Xen was developed, one of the goals was to separate mechanism from policy. As
a result, the hypervisor itself provides only the basic control operations, exporting them
by means of a control interface to an authorized domain called Domain0. This domain
is created at boot time and is the place where the application management software can
be hosted. This architecture is presented in Figure 4. Through the control interface,
Domain0 is able to create and terminate other domains, adjust scheduling parameters,
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memory allocation and create virtual network interfaces and block devices.
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3 Managing virtual machines

3.1 Management

For the purpose of this report, only the management capabilities of Xen and VMWare
ESX are described. The first part describes the management interfaces provided by the
two VMMs, while the latter presents existent management software, including third-party
software, that uses these management interfaces.

3.1.1 Management interfaces

Xen has recently finished its 1.0 version of the Xen-API11 and included it in the Xen
3.1 release. This management API is aiming at integrating systems running Xen with
enterprise management solutions. Figure 5 shows the Xen management architecture. On
top of the Xen hypervisor runs Xend, the Xen daemon, which controls and supervises the
execution of the unprivileged domains. One of the requirements of the Xen-API was to
allow remote access and control. The result was the Xen-RPC layer which consists of a
set of RPCs that use a wire format based on XML-RPC and runs on top Xend. Based on
Xen-RPC, bindings for various languages have been developed or are in the process of be-
ing developed. Bindings for Python, C (libvirt) and an Apache XML-RPC-based binding
for Java have already been made available.
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Figure 5: The Xen Management Architecture [Mel07]

Although the Xen-API already reached version 1.0, there integration with enterprise
management solutions still requires the development of a CIM integration interface. The

11http://wiki.xensource.com/xenwiki/XenApi
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Xen-CIM project12 works on an open source implementation of a DMTF13 CIM provider for
Xen which uses the Xen-API. The DMTF System Virtualization, Partitioning, and Clus-
tering Working Group (SVPC WG) is a standardization body which is currently working
on defining models for virtualization and resource allocation which are not directly bound
to any product.

VMware has already developed several management APIs. For managing a VMware
infrastructure, two APIs have been developed: the VMware infrastructure SDK14 provides
developers of third-party tools a Web Service interface to the Virtual Center, which controls
the ESX Server. The other infrastructure API is the CIM SDK15 which allows managing
the ESX Server via a CIM interface. Besides these APIs, a guest SDK16 can be used to
monitor guests running inside an ESX Server. The management capabilities of ESX Server
clearly overpower the ones of Xen, at least for the time being.

3.1.2 Management software

In the following paragraphs, several management software products used for the manage-
ment of virtual machine-based environments are described. Like before, the focus is only
on management tools for Xen and VMware ESX. Note that only the products offering a
larger amount of features have been selected.

Enomalism 17 is an open source, web-based management tool for Xen virtual machines.
The feature list of Enomalism includes:

• Monitoring interface

• Resource management (like for example dynamic memory allocation)

• Live migration

• Disk management tools

• SSH client and VNC virtual desktop

• Virtual Appliance Management (package management)

• An open API for integration with third party products
12http://wiki.xensource.com/xenwiki/XenCim
13http://www.dmtf.org/
14http://www.vmware.com/support/developer/vc-sdk/
15http://www.vmware.com/support/developer/cim-sdk/
16http://www.vmware.com/support/developer/guest-sdk/
17http://www.enomalism.com/
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Figure 6: Screenshot of the Enomalism Management Console
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Virt-manager 18 is the open source virtual machine manager developed by Red Hat.
Although originally designated to manage Xen systems, Virt-manager can also be used to
manage Qemu19 and KVM20 guests. This is possible because Virt-manager was build on
top of libvirt21, a virtual machine management API. The list of features is quite similar
with the ones of Enomalism, with few notable exceptions like the lack disk management
tools or support for live migration.

Virtual Iron 22 is a commercial virtualization product that is based on the Xen hyper-
visor. The Virtual Iron Virtualization Manager includes a web-based GUI for the man-
agement of a virtual environment. The main management feature of Virtual Iron is its
policy-driven resource and workload management capability. This allows the automatic
management of resources and makes the difference between the Virtual Iron Virtualization
Manager and products like Enomalism and Red Hats Virt-Manager. On the other hand,
the fact that it is not open-source and its free version is stripped of some features makes
this product less attractive as it would otherwise be.

VirtualIQ 23 is another commercial product that provides a feature set comparable with
Virtual Iron. The main difference between the two is that while Virtual Iron runs on top
of Xen, Virtual IQ runs inside of a virtual machine and is platform agnostic, being able to
run on top of Microsoft Virtual Server, VMware ESX and Xen.

Novell 24 has been intensifying its work lately in the field of virtualization. As such, its
release of the SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10 SP1 includes a broad support for managing
and provisioning Xen virtual machines. Also its management product, Novell ZENworks25,
has been extended with virtualization management capabilities. The Novell ZENworks
Orchestrator addresses the automatic life-cycle management of virtual machines.

Xen Enterprise 26 is a commercial product developed by XenSource. It is build on top
of Xen and adds features like easy installation, increased performance and a management
console. The management capabilities of XenEnterprise are mainly focused on monitoring,
life-cycle management and resource management of CPU, memory, disk and network I/O
for QoS.

18http://virt-manager.et.redhat.com/
19http://fabrice.bellard.free.fr/qemu/
20http://kvm.qumranet.com
21http://libvirt.org/
22http://www.virtualiron.com/products/virtualization.cfm
23http://www.toutvirtual.com/solutions/solutions.php
24http://www.novell.com/linux/virtualization/
25http://www.novell.com/products/zenworks/
26http://xensource.com/products/xen enterprise/index.html
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VMware’s Virtual Center 27 was designed to manage a VMware virtual infrastructure.
Its feature list includes support for provisioning, monitoring, automation through task
scheduling and alerting, automated optimization and live migration. Like before, VMware
seems to be one step in front of its competitors.

27http://www.vmware.com/products/vi/vc/
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4 Autonomic computing

4.1 The vision of autonomic computing

In 2001, IBM released a document [Hor01] presenting its vision of autonomic computing. In
this article, the author observed that the ever increasing complexity of computing systems
will cross the borders of human capabilities, leading to systems that are too complex
to be administrated by human beings. System administrators will no longer be able to
install, configure, maintain and optimize these computing systems of the future. The
solution to this problem is developing a technology that allows computing systems to
manage themselves. This solution is referred to as autonomic computing.

Autonomic computing means that computing systems can manage themselves based
on high-level objectives set by system administrators. As such, system administrators are
not completely replaced, but instead need to shift their field of work to the higher levels, like
for example developing policies with whom the autonomic system complies. According to
[KC03], IBM deliberately chose a term with biological connotation: the autonomic nervous
system governs functions like heart rate and body temperature without the interference of
the brain. Drawing a parallel between the soon to be achieved complexity of a computing
system and the complexity of the human body, it is obvious that, just like the brain
alone could not deal with managing the entire complexity of the human body, the system
administrator will not be able to manage alone such a complex computing system. As
such, autonomic computing should do the same for computing systems as the autonomic
nervous system does for the human body.

4.2 Taxonomy

Since autonomic computing is a rather new field of research, there is a lack of unity with
respect to terms and definitions. What IBM calls autonomic computing is more or less
what Intel refers to as proactive computing [Ten00], whereas by organic computing the
German research community addresses the same problems but focuses more on hardware
aspects [MSMW04]. This sometimes leads to a conflict in terms and definitions. For the
purpose of this survey the IBM taxonomy will be used as a backbone and extended with
complementary terms and definitions where necessary.

4.2.1 Definitions

Self-management is considered to be the essence of autonomic computing and repre-
sents the process by which computing systems manage themselves. According to [KC03]
there are four aspects of self-management:

• Self-configuration: the property of a computing system to configure itself automati-
cally with respect to a high-level policy, thus sparing the system administrator from
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installing and configuring the system manually. Self-configuration also implies that
new components added to the system are incorporated seamlessly.

• Self-optimization: the property of a computing system to continuously seek to im-
prove its operation by dynamically changing its parameters at runtime.

• Self-healing : the property of a computing system to detect, diagnose and repair local
problems caused either by software of by hardware failures.

• Self-protecting : the ability of a computing system to defend itself in the face of an
malicious attack or cascading failures. Besides these, self-protection also means that
the system is capable of predicting possible problems based on logs and reports.

Yet these are not the only ”self-X” properties found in computer science publications.
Terms like self-organization, self-inspection, self-repairing, self-monitoring, self-testing and
many others have all been used in academic research. These are all referred to as ”self-
X” properties. In [FZ05], the authors provide a term frequency statistic of each of these
”self-X” proprieties over a range of computer science publications. Along self-management,
another frequently appearing term is self-organization.

Self-organization is a highly interdisciplinary term. Definitions for self-organization
have been provided by biologists, physicists, chemists, philosophers and recently computer
scientists. The latter define self-organization as the capability of a computing system
to adapt itself to a dynamic environment without outside control. The presence of a
central coordination component in such systems is generally excluded. Self-organization is
considered to be a special propriety of a self-managing system [MWJ+07].

4.2.2 Autonomic elements

In their vision, Kephart and Chess see autonomic systems as an interactive collection of
autonomic elements [KC03]. This basic component of the system is capable of manag-
ing both its internal behavior, as well as its relationship with other autonomic elements.
Together they collaborate to achieve the goals set by either a higher-ranking autonomic
element or by a human system administrator.

From a structural point of view, an autonomic element is composed of one or more
managed elements and only one autonomic manager that controls the managed elements.
This structure is shown in Figure 7. The autonomic manager monitors the managed ele-
ment, analyzes the obtained information and, based on its knowledge base, constructs and
executes plans that modify the behavior of the managed element. The roadmap towards
autonomic computing sees the development and attachment of autonomic managers to the
already existing manageable elements.
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44 Computer

interactions among autonomic elements as it will
from the internal self-management of the individual
autonomic elements—just as the social intelligence
of an ant colony arises largely from the interactions
among individual ants. A distributed, service-ori-
ented infrastructure will support autonomic ele-
ments and their interactions. 

As Figure 2 shows, an autonomic element will
typically consist of one or more managed elements
coupled with a single autonomic manager that con-
trols and represents them. The managed element
will essentially be equivalent to what is found in
ordinary nonautonomic systems, although it can
be adapted to enable the autonomic manager to
monitor and control it. The managed element could
be a hardware resource, such as storage, a CPU, or
a printer, or a software resource, such as a data-
base, a directory service, or a large legacy system.

At the highest level, the managed element could
be an e-utility, an application service, or even an
individual business. The autonomic manager dis-
tinguishes the autonomic element from its nonau-
tonomic counterpart. By monitoring the managed
element and its external environment, and con-
structing and executing plans based on an analysis

of this information, the autonomic manager will
relieve humans of the responsibility of directly man-
aging the managed element. 

Fully autonomic computing is likely to evolve as
designers gradually add increasingly sophisticated
autonomic managers to existing managed elements.
Ultimately, the distinction between the autonomic
manager and the managed element may become
merely conceptual rather than architectural, or it
may melt away—leaving fully integrated, auto-
nomic elements with well-defined behaviors and
interfaces, but also with few constraints on their
internal structure. 

Each autonomic element will be responsible for
managing its own internal state and behavior and
for managing its interactions with an environment
that consists largely of signals and messages from
other elements and the external world. An element’s
internal behavior and its relationships with other
elements will be driven by goals that its designer
has embedded in it, by other elements that have
authority over it, or by subcontracts to peer ele-
ments with its tacit or explicit consent. The element
may require assistance from other elements to
achieve its goals. If so, it will be responsible for
obtaining necessary resources from other elements
and for dealing with exception cases, such as the
failure of a required resource.

Autonomic elements will function at many levels,
from individual computing components such as
disk drives to small-scale computing systems such
as workstations or servers to entire automated
enterprises in the largest autonomic system of all—
the global economy.

At the lower levels, an autonomic element’s range
of internal behaviors and relationships with other
elements, and the set of elements with which it can
interact, may be relatively limited and hard-coded.
Particularly at the level of individual components,
well-established techniques—many of which fall
under the rubric of fault tolerance—have led to the
development of elements that rarely fail, which is
one important aspect of being autonomic. Decades
of developing fault-tolerance techniques have pro-
duced such engineering feats as the IBM zSeries
servers, which have a mean time to failure of sev-
eral decades.

At the higher levels, fixed behaviors, connections,
and relationships will give way to increased
dynamism and flexibility. All these aspects of auto-
nomic elements will be expressed in more high-
level, goal-oriented terms, leaving the elements
themselves with the responsibility for resolving the
details on the fly. 

Autonomic manager

Knowledge

Managed element

Analyze Plan

Monitor Execute

Figure 2. Structure of an autonomic element. Elements interact with other
elements and with human programmers via their autonomic managers.

Figure 7: The structure of an autonomic element [KC03]

4.3 General approaches to autonomic computing

Over the past years, researchers looked for techniques that can be used in developing
autonomic computing systems. This subsection describes different approaches used in
autonomic computing.

Control theory has been frequently used in autonomic computing systems [Hel04],
[AKN04]. While planning and optimization can be accomplished using other approaches,
the change in conditions that appear at runtime cannot be planned and requires a real-
time approach. Control theory has been proven to work in achieving this purpose, although
modifications to the classical control theory used in engineering were required.

Agent-based computing [Jen00], is a field that has been well studied in the past and fits
well to the autonomic elements paradigm. However, most of the agent-based theories have
focused on single-agent learning theories, which does not fit in the context of a complex
autonomic system where agents adapt to other agents [Tia03]. As such, the theory of
agent-based computing needs to be extended to fit the autonomic computing, multi-agent
scenario.

Biology inspired approaches have proven to be successful in the past. Neural networks
and genetic algorithms found lots of applications in computer science. These techniques
can also be applied to autonomic computing. Genetic algorithms, for example, can be
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used to achieve self-optimization. Besides these classic techniques, new ones have been
developed [BBD+06]. Stigmergy, for example, is a method of indirect communication
between entities using the surrounding environment. The term was introduced by Pierre-
Paul Grasse in 1959 after studying the behavior of termites, which communicated to each
other by leaving pheromone trails. This method of indirect communication can be used to
develop self-organizing computing systems [BC04]. Another technique inspired by biology
is cell-oriented programming. In [GED02], the authors developed a biologically inspired
programming model for self-healing computing systems.

Behavior analysis represents the art of studying the behavior of a system in order to
develop a statistical model that can be used to predict future behavior and thus to detect
and prevent possible problems. Negotiation theory and microeconomics are as well possible
sources of inspiration in implementing autonomic computing systems.

4.4 Self-management of virtual machine-based environments

It has been previously argued that a complex computing system is hard and sometimes
impossible to be managed by a human system administrator. The system needs to be able
to manage itself, with no or little interference from the system administrator. Unfortu-
nately, virtual machine-based environments nowadays are manually managed by system
administrators using GUI-based management tools that do not provide any automation
capabilities. Yet virtualization itself can be used to split a complex system in multiple
homogenous virtual machines which can be easily managed and physically moved around
the system, thus simplifying the autonomic task. The lack of such solutions shows that the
self-management of virtual machine-based environments is a field of research where there
is still a lot of work to be done. This subsection presents a survey of preliminary academic
work related to the self-management of virtual-machine based envrionment.

Policy-based approaches have been a popular way to manage computing systems.
Virtualization-based computing systems are no exception. In [RRX+06], Ruth et al. de-
veloped a system called VIOLIN, based on a nanoHUB 28 infrastructure, which uses the
Xen hypervisor for virtualization. Each physical machine of the system hosts one or more
virtual machines and has one monitor daemon. The monitor daemon monitors the CPU
utilization, memory and virtual machine resource allocation of each physical machine. Be-
sides monitoring, the monitor daemon is also able to allocate resources to local virtual
machines. Results from all the monitoring daemons are gathered by an adaption manager,
which then computes a global view of available and allocated resources. Furthermore, the
adaption manager can control virtual machine resource allocation, in this case memory
and CPU allocation, through the monitoring daemons. Thus, the adaption manager is an

28http://www.nanohub.org
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intelligent agent which acts on behalf of a resource reallocation policy defined by a system
administrator. The resource reallocation policy uses a heuristic algorithm that aims at
increasing the performance of the system but doesn’t intent to provide an optimal resource
allocation to virtual machines. Migrating virtual machines between physical machines is
also used to optimize resource allocation. Results obtained by the authors show an in-
crease of performance and resource utilization. Another policy-based approach has been
used by Grit et al. [GIYC]. Here, the authors used Shirako29, a Java-based toolkit for
resource leasing services for what they refer to as autonomic orchestration. Autonomic
orchestration involves both provisioning and managing a system or in this case a virtual
environment. The paper analyzes the challenges of developing policies for on-demand and
adaptive allocation of resources in a shared (virtual) infrastructure and proposes extensions
to the Shirako toolkit for the self-management of Xen VMs.

Control theory has also been used for the dynamic allocation of resources in virtual
environments. In [WZPS07], Padala et al. have used classical control theory to develop
a feedback-driven resource control system that works at the VM level. Also this system
uses Xen as a hypervisor but focuses only on CPU scheduling. The controller uses a
two-layer architecture: a utilization controller per virtual machine, which computes the
CPU entitlement of the VM, and an arbiter controller which ultimately determines if
the CPU entitlements for all virtual machines can be satisfied and if not uses a QoS
differentiation mechanism to determine which CPU entitlements will be satisfied. Another
paper that uses control theory for managing virtual environments is [ZBG+05]. Here, the
authors introduce the concept of friendly virtual machines. Their approach is that the
VMs themselves should be adaptable. To implement this, the authors developed control-
theoretic models for application adaption using Additive-Increase/Multiplicative-Decrease
(AMID) rules. Furthermore, they modified a User-Mode Linux (UML) instance to test this
approach with respect to efficiency and fairness. Although the results obtained were good,
because only one UML instance was used it remains unclear how this approach works for
an infrastructure where resources are distributed. In the summer semester of 2007, Mark
Bommert worked on a project at the University of Applied Sciences Wiesbaden under the
supervision of Prof. Dr. Reinhold Krger. In this project, a proportional controller was
used to dynamically allocate memory to virtual machines running on top of Xen.

Utility functions have been previously used in autonomic systems [WTKD04]. Menascè
et al. used autonomic computing techniques in [MB06] for dynamic CPU allocation for
virtual machines. The dynamic CPU allocation is achieved by optimizing a utility function.
No actual virtualization technology was used to implement this approach, yet the authors
obtained promising results by means of simulation.

29http://www.cs.duke.edu/nicl/cereus/shirako.html
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Time series analysis has been used for decades to forecast the behavior of a system. In
[BKB07], Bobroff et al. developed a mechanisms for the dynamic migration of VMs. Their
algorithm uses measurements of historical data to forecast future demands by means of
time series analysis. Furthermore, depending on future demands, the algorithm uses bin
packing heuristics to migrates VMs to other physical machines to provide Service Level
Agreement (SLAs) probabilistic guarantees.
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5 Conclusion

The purpose of this report was to introduce the reader to the autonomic computing and
virtualization concepts. Both of them are of major importance for the IT-sector and
could be successfully combined to reach the ideals of the autonomic computing vision.
Researchers have already started applying autonomic computing techniques to manage
virtual environments. Yet this work is only at the beginning, researchers basically testing
techniques known to work on a new problem. There is still a long way to a fully autonomic
virtual machine-based environment. Work needs to be done with respect to the architecture
of such a system because existent work only uses simple architectures to test their approach,
while autonomic computing targets complex environments. Future work should also see
how different techniques can be combined, for example a control-theory-based approach
for a real-time reaction to an SLA violation and an optimization technique for optimizing
the overall performance and resource utilization of the system.
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